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Research interests or topics offered for PhD research (no more than 2000 characters)

I welcome PhD candidates interested in researching the world around them through dedicated algorithms, computer
systems and applications. My work involves programming Geographic Information Systems (GIS), which are computer
systems designed for processing geographic data of nautical, land and aerial origin. During my career I have realized
several international R&D projects oriented around dynamic data dissemination and analysis by means of Desktop, Web
as well as Mobile GIS. For prospective PhD candidates I can offer a selection of research subjects, including:
- Interactive multidimensional visualization of marine pollution data (eg. oil spill simulation data, underwater noise).
- Design of task-efficient GIS architectures (Desktop / Server / Mobile).
- Detection, monitoring, analysis and simulation of the coastal zone (eg. shoreline and bathymetry changes).
- Implementing algorithms for spatial data analysis according to the paradigms of Geovisual Analytics.
- Interpolation, multidimensional visualization and analysis of air quality monitoring data.
- Monitoring, mapping and analysis of infectious diseases.
- Flood mapping based on data fusion from optical sensors and SAR time series.
- Modeling distributed processes with the use of remote sensing (eg. detection of changes in estuary water levels by
means of image classification; estimation of land surface parameters such as Leaf Area Index).
Prospective PhD researchers will be granted access to a satellite ground station, an airborne LiDAR scanner, a 3D
printer, and a cluster of high-performance PC's. Moreover, if you are interested in researching the world through
programming GIS applications, and you have your own ideas for a research subject, I am always open for discussion.
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Dawidowicz, A. and Kulawiak, M., 2018. The potential of Web-GIS and
geovisual analytics in the context of marine cadastre. Survey Review,
50(363), pp.501-512.
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geovisual analytics to monitoring of seabed evolution in South Baltic
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Development, testing, demonstration and dissemination of innovative Web-based
Geographical Information System for threat monitoring, prediction, and risk
analysis for the municipal area (Safe City GIS). European Space Agency.

HortiSat: Integrated satellite applications for high value horticultural production.
European Space Agency.

Voice Maps: a Geographic Information System supporting the navigation of
visually impaired in municipal areas. Polish Centre for Research and
Development.
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Distinguished Ph.D students will be eligible for international internships and research stays at partner universities in
several European countries.

You may select up to two disciplines out of 12 disciplines represented in the Doctoral School
Observe the limit of not more than 2000 characters
iii Leave only one answer
iv Select the role in the project: PI stands for principal investigator (refers to the holder of an independent grant and the lead
researcher for the grant project), Co-I for co-investigator (Co-I assists the principal investigator in the management and
leadership of the research project), R for researcher
v Add any other relevant information e.g. awards for PhD students whom you supervised (no more than 1600 characters)
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